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Function
Navigation
Interface
dog-ear
Toolbar - next/back
arrow
Toolbar - insert
Sidebar - next/back
arrow
Sidebar - double grey
arrows
Sidebar - single grey
arrow
Toolbar - double grey
arrows
Sidebar - four way
arrows
- Popup-menu
Status bar - coloured
squares

Online version

Offline USB
version

page forward, page back







page forward, page back





insert new page





page forward, page back





switches menu from right to left side





hides/displays sidebar















































General description

Floating Tool Bar

switch position between toolbar and status
bar
full screen working surface, movable popupmenu
x = return to default mode
all colours that are used in opened file are
displayed
click on Flag to open language menu and
select one
select the scale of your drawing, default is
100%
Freely moveable tool bar

Object Information
Object Position
Rotation Angle
Show Object
Information

Displays the position of an object
Displays the angle during object rotation
Displays the Information of an Object ( size,
position, angle)

language
scale

File management
New
Load

files appear on sidebar, select by clicking on
file





Save

indicates if doc. is not saved with a red star









Print

Clipboard
Bin
Cut

The Clipboard only works within the browser
and in a limited way with applications








Copy
Paste
Undo

The undo and redo functions store all the
previous actions, by pressing the icon you can
see all the previous actions and replay them
as in a screen recording

Redo
Select 1)
Eraser

erases pen and marker objects, the easer has
to be moved over an object to work, just
clicking doesn't work (like in the real world

Pen
changing colour
thickness
gradient
rainbow
fill
adding beginnings
and endings
strong aspect

select colour - select rainbow - change
transparency

arrows, dots and squares can added to
drawing
is selected by default















































editable

when activated, editable drawing can be
altered by pulling the red and blue handles





close path

when activating, drawing will become closed
object















lock/unlock

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.





Arrange

Arranges and aligns TC objects























shadow
clone
rotate
layers

Marker
changing colour
thickness
gradient
rainbow
fill

maker only completes its path when you
change the tool. Reason multiple maker lines
don't double up in density.
select colour - select rainbow - change
transparency

beginnings and
endings
strong aspect

arrows, dots and squares can added to
drawing
is selected by default

editable
close path









when activated, editable drawing can be
altered by pulling the red and blue handles





when activating, drawing will become closed
object















lock/unlock

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box it will be fully modifiable again.





Arrange

Arranges and aligns TC objects





























shadow
clone
rotate
layers

Lines
colour
thickness
clone
rotate
beginnings and
endings
changing properties
of lines

select colour - select rainbow - change
transparency

arrows, dots and squares can added to
drawing

click red square

by blue vector points line form can be altered





- close path
- gradient
- rainbow
delete point
shadow
layers

line becomes object
outline gradient can be applied















lock/unlock

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.





Arrange

Arranges and aligns TC objects















Text
writing text 2)
change font*

vector point can be deleted

click the text icon and start writing
on sidebar font can be changed, default is
Arial

change size*
change colour*
clone
rotate
bold*
italic*
underline*
left justify
centre justify
right justify

on sidebar font size can be changed, default is
20

text is aligned on left margin
text is centred
text is aligned on right margin

























fully justify

words in all lines are spaced-out such that the
first word aligns with the left margin and last
word with the right margin





superscript

marked letter is set slightly above baseline
(i.e. mathematical expressions)



































































subscript
highlight*
filled
boarder
shadow
find

marked letter is set slightly below baseline
(i.e. chemical compounds)
highlights the text written
highlight the entire text block (imagines an
square box around text)
outlines a square block around text
letters/words or numbers entered here will
be highlighted in the text

layers

*

Arrange
Circles & Ellipses
producing circles &
ellipses
outline colour
body colour
strong aspect
clone
rotate
shadow
layers

by clicking with the selection tool the entire
text block will be affected by the change - by
clicking the text icon it is possible to select
only specific letters that will be affected by
the change
Arranges and aligns TC objects

select from dropout sidebar tool
select colour - select rainbow - gradient change transparency
select colour - select rainbow - gradient change transparency

lock/unlock

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.





Arrange

Arranges and aligns TC objects









select from dropout sidebar tool





select colour - change transparency
select colour - change transparency
round edges of object





























































lock/unlock

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.





Arrange

Arranges and aligns TC objects





Squares & Rectangles
producing squares &
rectangles
outline colour
body colour
rounded
strong aspect
clone
rotate
shadow

lock/unlock

layers
Arrange

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.
Arranges and aligns TC objects

Triangles
producing triangles
outline colour
body colour
close path
editable

select from dropout sidebar tool
select colour - select rainbow - gradient change transparency
select colour - select rainbow - gradient change transparency
set on default
when activated, triangle shape can be altered
by pulling the red and blue squares

strong aspect
clone
rotate
shadow

Form Tool





producing
select from dropout sidebar tool, create any
miscellaneous forms form by clicking an connecting the points














































































outline colour
body colour
close path
editable

select colour - select rainbow - gradient change transparency
select colour - select rainbow - gradient change transparency
set on default
when activated, triangle shape can be altered
by pulling the red and blue squares

strong aspect
clone
rotate
shadow

lock/unlock

layers
Arrange
New Shape Tool
produces pre-set
shapes
outline colour
body colour

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.
Arranges and aligns TC objects

select shape form the shape tab, edit with
higlietded handles
select colour - select rainbow - gradient change transparency
select colour - select rainbow - gradient change transparency

strong aspect
clone
rotate
shadow

lock/unlock

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.

Animate
layers
Arrange

animates the shape
Arranges and aligns TC objects





Shape Types

Arrow
Cross
Curvy





Diamond
Ellipse
Engine Plate
Heart
Octagon
Polygon
Rounded
Speech
Think
Stamp
Star













Talk

Speech syntisizer for highlighted text in
various languages



TRIUMPH Notes 4)

Adds Sticky notes, that can be shared



Library
file-library
picture-library
my pictures
shared pictures

opens your file library
opens TRIUMPH CLOUD library
personal library, imported pictures and
sounds
pictures that are shared by other users

Google Image Search Finds free images and adds them to TC

Library Management

by clicking the little "i" button by the
file/picture in library you can ...

change over
QR-code

Pictures
size
clone
rotate
round corners
change shape
frame
- change colour of
frame














clone
delete
rename
add tag
share













share with other users publically or private
with specific user
to a specific user
easily allows file/picture to be opened by
other user
drag & drop picture from library on working
surface
change size by green handlebars

select shape out of dropdown menu



























convert picture into jigsaw puzzle (only for
images that have not been edited with the
shape tool)
choose puzzle to consist between 4 and 100
pieces























lock/unlock

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.





Upload pictures

click the + on sidebar and then choose file,
now you select picture from your computer
and import it into your personal TRIUMPH
CLOUD library (In the USB version the
pictures are only stored in the document)





jigsaw
- pieces
-scatter
-solve
-hint
-convert to photo
strong aspect
shadow

puzzle will be automatically solved

Embed videos, sound
or websites



embed popup

enter a website URL, or some embed code.



edit mode
clone
rotate
shadow

place video on surface, change size






lock/unlock

you can freeze an object on the selected spot
on the working area so it can neither be
modified nor moved, by checking the ‘unlock’
box items can be selected to become fully
modifiable again.



Record Sound 3)

Records sound and adds it to a TC document



Camera 3)

Support of USB cameras and image editing



Create QR-Code

Creates miscellaneous QR code



Pages

shows the entire pages of a file, by clicking
the little triangle on file in library you can...











-delete
-insert

-clone
-rename







reorder

by pressing the left mouse bottom the border
of pages can be changed





Curtain

covers up entire page and can be altered in
size to uncover things

















Background
lines
grids

Revisions
Animations
Animations Types
appear
balloon
bounce
draw
earthquake
fade away
fall
flash
flip
follow path
ghost
grow
grow vertically
hide
pulse
pulse horizontally
pulse vertically
rainbow
shrink
shrink horizontally
shrink vertically
show
slide on
spin
Animations Trigger
always
on mouse over
start on click
when mouse over
start / stop on Click

colour can be changed at any time for specific
page
variety of background lines can be added to
page
variety of background grits can be added to
page
by clicking revisions you can go back to a
previous state of the file



Adds Animations to Objects and images



































































time after opening
time after click







Tables
export CSV
cell colour

Adds tables to a document
Exports the values of a table in a CSV file
changes the colour of the table cells









colour

changes the colour or the text in the table





fill
border

files an individual cell with a colour
adds a border to a cell value
add column, delete column, change column
size, colour











highlight row

add row, delete row, change row size, colour





Charts

Adds a chart based on the values in the
highlighted table





line chart

set title, set data series, show / hide legend





pie chart

set title, set data series, show / hide legend





column chart

set title, set data series, show / hide legend





bar chart

set title, set data series, show / hide legend





















highlight column

Geometric Tools
Geodreick
Protractor
Ruler
Compass
Links
Link to resource
Link to sound

set angel, resizes, so angle show size, multiple
instances
set angel, resizes, so angle show size, multiple
instances
set angel, resizes, so angle show size, multiple
instances,
set angel
Adds links to object
Link to URL, Page, e-mail, open in new
window option
Link to a sound file, plays on click






Import / Export
Export to PDF

Only raster image based with pre set scaling



Import to PDF

Only raster image based with pre set scaling



Import to IWB
Export to IWB

According to official standard
According to official standard




Import to StarBoard
Software

Animations and new feature are not
supported



Export to StarBoard
Software
Export to SMART
Notebook
SYNC with TC online

Animations an new features are not
supported



New features are not supported



TC offline (USB version) FILES can be open and
save in the TC online version
1) The select tool works with drag select, if
this is not possible due to the driver of a
device the drag select button will be displayed
at the lower tool bar
2) On Tablet devices (Ipad, Android, WIn8
Metro) the Text selection with the text cursor
is not supported
3) Requires Flash
4) Only in the Business/Corporate version



